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 Education Based Residency Programs 
 

 
 
Along with performances, we offer a variety of related dance and science activities 
tailored to specific age groups and venue needs: 
 

• Pre or post performance discussions 
• Movement classes exploring environmental themes 
• Extended residencies with the goal of creating a new work addressing pertinent 

environmental issues 
 
Artichoke Dance Company can provide age appropriate curriculum based on STEAM 
(Science, Technology, Education, Arts, Math) and the New York State Learning Standards 
and Core Curriculum. 

 
My students were struck by your ability to make meaningful art and ability to write and 
speak convincingly about your work. They liked watching you take risks in front of the 
class and admired your ability to show vulnerability. They also enjoyed learning about 
the way you have taken something meaningful to you and used it as a positive force in 
your life.  

      Janna Levin 
      Associate Professor of Liberal Arts 
      North Carolina School of the Arts 
 

This class helped me tremendously in coming up with new and unique ways to choreograph.  
      Student, North Carolina School of the Arts 

  



 
 

 
   The Human Mapping Project 
 

A multi-platform venture in which the human body is a reflective tool, modeling device, 
and interpreter of the natural world, exploring our relationship with and impact on nature. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Your Planet  
 

Designed for the malleable surface of sand, this work is inspired by movement 
rituals, is accompanied by a drum circle playing instruments made from recycled 
objects, in which community members can participate, and ends in a ritual walk 
with the audience. The performance is often held in conjunction with beach clean 
ups, gathering volunteers to collectively remove debris from the shoreline.  
 
 

“the dancers called attention to the terrain and 
challenged the audience to look at the big picture—the 
environment.”  

      The Columbia Spectator  
 
 
 
 
Water Dances 
 

Water Dances is a kinetic work addressing water as a fundamental element, symbol 
of life and wonderland. Audiences traverse various terrain with the dancers as they 
interact with the natural and man-made environment. The movement is inspired by 
the nature of water and calls attention to our relationship with it. 
 

“a cornucopia of surprising and unscripted 
moments within the context of the structured 
work.”   
     Artburst Miami 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PUBLIC  
 

A meeting time and place is announced and a downloadable playlist of music, 
delivered on iPods during the performance, is provided. Dances erupt from within 
and around the audience with the staging adapted to each unique site.  
 

“The interactive and often athletic work performed at 
dusk in and around a crowd of spectators transformed 
the lofty architectural Brooklyn landmark into an 
intimate stage for contemporary dance.”   
     Sparked.com 

 
  



 

Artichoke Dance Company – Our Team 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Lynn Neuman (Director) is a choreographer, teacher, performer, and environmental activist. She 
pursues arts’ intersection with daily life and addresses pressing ecological issues with stark 
physicality, humor and wit. She is highly regarded and sought for workshops and lectures in 
creativity, community engagement, and environmentalism in the arts. Lynn was a 2015/16 Marion 
International Fellow for the Visual and Performing Arts, placing her at institutions and residencies 
across North America, and is a 2016/17 Association of Performing Arts Presenters Leadership 
Fellow, working to build bridges and create disruptions. Her aesthetic combines dynamic partnering 
with detailed gestures, reflecting a background in gymnastics, modern dance, contact improvisation, 
Balinese dance, and a variety of social forms. Lynn has created 40 works for the Artichoke Dance 
Company, been commissioned to create 20 works for other institutions, and directed eight operas. 
Her site-specific work has been commissioned by the DUMBO Improvement District and Brooklyn 
Arts Council to enliven public spaces, and was featured in the 2013 DUMBO Arts Festival. 
Commissioned works for the stage include Dixon Place, Peculiar Works Projects, and the Joffrey 
Ballet School among others. Lynn’s work has also been performed internationally in Adelaide, 
Toronto, Seoul, and Turks and Caicos. 
 
Joshua Davis (Composer) is a bassist, composer, arranger, and educator with internationally-
acclaimed performances as an orchestral and jazz bassist at Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, the 
National Concert Hall in Taiwan, Blue Note Jakarta, Bimhuis Amsterdam, and Opera Marseille; 
with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, The Four Freshmen, Tim Miller, Vardan Ovsepian, Peter 
Erskine, and Jerry Bergonzi, among others. Josh is Director of Jazz Studies at Susquehanna 
University and founder of RhythmMeterWorkshop.com, where he teaches video lessons addressing 
rhythmic development. A recent CD Known Garden, features Joshua’s compositions in the hands of 
contemporary jazz performers. Squashua, his first feature recording as an arranger and leader, 
showcases Romantic Era symphonies and the music of Sting. 
 
Ian Trask (Visual Artist) is a scientist-turned artist. His sculptures transform materials of waste 
and commercial byproducts into refined aesthetic objects through an alchemistic procedure of 
reinterpreting a material’s value and usefulness. He received his degree in biological science from 
Bowdoin College in 2005. Following graduation he worked several years as a technician in research 
labs and in 2007, left the world of science to pursue a career in the fine arts. Ian then worked as a 
groundskeeper cleaning up trash daily, an experience that proved to be formative in his artistic 
development. He saw the artistic potential in the waste he was confronted with everyday and 
quickly began working with discarded manufactured goods as the main platform for his pieces. Ian 
has been an artist-in-residence at the MassMoCA, Pioneer Works, and Invisible Dog Arts Center. 

 
 
Malinda Crump (Dancer) has worked with Artichoke Dance Company since 2010. She has 
performed with Stefanie Nelson Dancegroup, the Treehouse Shakers, and Palissimo. Her own work 
has been presented in New York, Kansas City, St. Louis and the San Francisco Bay area. Her most 
recent artistic investigations have been in gender studies and the confluence of time and 
memory.  Malinda holds a BFA in dance and a BA in psychology from Webster University and an 
MFA in dance from Hollins University. 
 
 
 
 
Nathaniel Davis (Dancer) is from Toronto. He graduated from New World School of the Arts 
College with a BFA in dance in May 2014. He has worked with the Peter London Global Dance 
Company in Miami, as well as the Moving Beauty Series in New York. He has performed in works 
by Robert Battle, George Balanchine, Jose Limon, Kyle Abraham, Bill T. Jones and Darshan 
Bueller. Nathaniel joined Artichoke Dance Company in 2016. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Aidan Feldman (Dancer) is a computer programmer by day, dancer by night. He has been working 
with Artichoke since 2010, and has worked with Chavasse Dance & Performance, danceTactics 
Performance Group, and the Barkin/Selissen Project. He gives talks and organizes meetups around 
NYC about learning to code, and teaches programming at NYU. When not dancing or nerding, 
Aidan can be found flying around the streets of New York on his bicycle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
George Hirsch (Dancer) graduated from the Macaulay Honors College at Hunter College, receiving 
an Honors Degree in Dance. He has since had the privilege of dancing for Liz Lerman, Liz 
Lerman/Dance Exchange, dance-Tactics, Denman Theatre & Dance, Eva Dean Dance, David 
Capps/Dances, Daniel Gwirtzman Dance, GoCo, and Regina Nejman and Company, in addition to 
dancing for Artichoke Dance, with whom he has danced since 2008. When not dancing you can find 
George teaching Yoga at various studios, gyms, and colleges around New York City. 
 
 
 
 
 
Genna Mergola (Dancer) graduated from Montclair State University in 2015 with a BFA in dance 
performance. At MSU Genna had the privilege of performing works by Andrea Miller, Larry 
Keigwin, Sean Curran, Rebecca Stenn, and Jose Limon. Outside of MSU, Genna has performed 
works by Douglas Dunn and Tracie Stanfield. She teaches Ballet and Contemporary Dance at three 
different studios in New Jersey. She joined Artichoke Dance Company in 2016. 
 
 
 
 
 
Maya Orchin (Dancer) is originally from Philadelphia and graduated with a BFA from George 
Mason University. As a performer she has worked with Luis Lara Malvacias, Zoe Scofield, Davis 
Freeman, Joanna Mendl Shaw, Reut Shemesh, Jen Harmon, Jody Sperling, Maurice Fraga, Kristin 
Swiat and Danielle Russo. Her choreography has been presented internationally at Quartiers Danses 
in Montreal Canada and by Die Elektroschuhe at Dock 11 in Berlin, Germany.  In New York her 
work has been shown at The 92nd St Y, Judson Church, Center for Performance Research, Art 
Helix, The Williamsburg Art and Historical Society, DUMBO Dance Festival and The Red Lotus 
Room. She has also assisted on choreographic projects for MOMA PS1 and NIKE.  Maya began 
working with Artichoke Dance Company in 2012. 
 
 
 
Sandra Passirani (Dancer) is from France where she trained at Choreia Le Centre des Arts Vivants 
in Paris. She moved to New York and graduated from the Alvin Ailey School. She was honored to 
perform for the New York Times annual gala, the 25th anniversary of Cirque du Soleil, and as a 
soloist at the Museum of Natural History. She’s performed with  Artichoke Dance since 2010, and 
also has performed with Noemie Lafrance, Maurice Hines as a hot stepper at the Apollo theatre, 
High Frequency Wavelengths, Orit Ben-shitrit, John J. Zullo Dance, Julio Jean, Franck Muhel, and 
Maguette Camara. She has taught at the Manhattan Youth Ballet, Manhattan Movement and Arts 
Center, Broadway Dance Center, Steps on Broadway and several workshops in Montreal, French 
Guyana and Brazil. 

 



 
June 26, 2015 
Miguel Angel Estefan, Jr. 

 
 

The Evolution of Water Dance and Awareness 
 
As you read this, go grab a glass of water. Not one from the built-in water and ice dispenser on the fridge. Go to any tap and 
turn on the faucet. That simple act producing potable drinking water is something most of us take for granted. The Website 
for Global Water Dances shares the following statistics: 70% of the earth is covered in water, but almost 98% of that is salt 
water. Of the remaining 2% percent of scarce fresh water, most of that is not available, frozen in glaziers or in underground 
aquifers. And of the little available water, as the United Nations has recognized, billions of people globally have no access 
to clean water. 
 

 

It just so happened that Global Water Dances this year fell on 
the final Saturday of the Dance USA Conference that was held 
in Miami. This provided Dale Andree and Lynn Neuman the 
perfect opportunity to enjoin both locals and conference 
attendees to either participate or observe a movement choir in 
the early morning at Margaret Pace Park. 
 

Of local concern is the degradation of Biscayne Bay from silt 
created by the Army Core of Engineers in deepening the 
channel for larger ships. The once free-flowing natural estuary 
has also suffered from decades of development and the many 
causeways linking Miami to Miami Beach, with dire effects on 

 

sea grasses and native marine life. On a grander scale, all of Florida will feel the effects of climate change and sea level rise 
resulting in saltwater intrusion effecting our drinking water. 
 

Because of proximity to the conference, Margaret Pace Park became fertile ground to bring focus on Biscayne Bay. Neuman 
led a structured improvisation that ended in a movement choir with local dancers, teachers, students from New World, and 
Karen Peterson Dancers, along with conference attendees and concerned locals who came out to move and express 
themselves for awareness and change. 
 

As a site-specific work, it was heartening to see this unique moment take place as joggers or pedestrians passed by in the 
early hours of the morning. Some stopped, others went on their way. Even local children and dogs entered the scene, 
creating the once-in-a-lifetime interaction particular to time and place that only site specific work can induce -- a 
cornucopia of surprising and unscripted moments within the context of the structured work. Artburst asked Neuman for some 
of her insights on both site-specific work and her part in Global Water Dances: 
 

AB: Site-specific dance creates a dialogue with its environment and is open to all random and uncontrolled elements, 
like people, noise, weather conditions, etc. What most excites you and frustrates you about site-specific work? 
Interfacing with people who encounter something unexpected is my favorite part. Actually rehearsing on location I find most 
fascinating and rewarding. I also like the challenge of navigating the unexpected. It forces you to be sharp and sometimes to 
alter your idea about how you are doing what you are doing based upon changing circumstances.  
 

Global Dance has roots in Laban Movement Choirs. As you structured the Global Dance Event in Miami, how did you 
approach this work differently than you would a structured improv or strictly choreographed work. 
A strictly choreographed work takes an investment of time by all parties. For me, in general, it takes an hour to choreograph 
and set a minute of work. I knew that I would have only 15 minutes with some participants in Miami just prior to the 
performance. Keeping this in mind, the actions for Global Water Dances needed to be simple, direct and open to individual 
interpretation. I knew I wanted the movement to travel through the park and not necessarily continuously. In part this was to 
interface with more people, but also the overall pathway of the movement traveled from inland to the water, with several of 
us ending in the bay itself. Overall, the event in Miami was a structured improvisation that ended with a movement choir 
comprising of four simple gestural movements. These were done repeatedly with the idea that anyone could follow and join 
in if they wanted. 
 

Why do you think non-verbal communications like movement choirs are effective in bringing awareness and social 
change?  Something happens to you when you repeat something over and over. If you haven’t tried it, I highly recommend it. 
In the doing, particularly if you set an intention to your action, it transforms into something else, something larger. It 
becomes a part of you yet takes on its own life. And if you are doing it with a group of others, it gathers power. I believe it 
also has power for observers. At this point, I think we are creating change on an individual level but if it grows large enough, 
it can create cultural shifts. 
 

What was this experience, especially in the bay, like for you?  I do what I do because I am drawn to movement and I like 
being with others. There is something you learn about others by moving with them that you cannot access by talking. You 
begin to understand something about their priorities, their intentions, their impulses, the energy and their drive. I learned 
about the people I danced with that day and that is meaningful. At the end of the event, during the movement choir, I 
became very emotional. Several of us waded into the bay and incorporated the water into the four gestures. My throat 
swelled and tears were flowing down my face. I kept doing it and eventually it calmed me. 
 



 

 
 
Roanoke College celebrates Earth Day with special performance 
 
 
 

 

April 23, 2012 
 
 
Earth Day celebrations continued 
Sunday at Roanoke College.  The 
Artichoke Dance company traveled 
from New York to take part in 
Sunday's events.  They used dance, 
satire, and dialogue to make an 
impact with their "Plastic People of 
the Universe" performance.  It 
focused on how the growing use of 
plastics in our everyday lives affects 
the environment.   

 
It's a message that organizers hope strikes a chord with people.  "Plastic is not good for 
the environment.  It gets in our waterways" event organizer Matthew Brown said. "It 
doesn't degrade like paper does.  For Earth Day we promote how we can live better and 
preserve the environment for the future."  Local environmental organizations and 
vendors were on hand with demonstrations on their environmentally-friendly products. 
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ARTICHOKE DANCE   
GOES PUBLIC UNDER  
THE MANHATTAN BRIDGE! 
 

06.05.11 

Ever dream of life as it is erupting into dance? 
Those attending the DUMBO 1st Thursday 
Gallery Walk on June 2nd experienced this 
phenomenon first hand as part of the 
Artichoke Dance Company’s performance of 
PUBLIC under the soaring Manhattan Bridge 
Arch. The interactive and often athletic 40-
minute dance work performed at dusk in and 
around a crowd of spectators transformed the 
lofty architectural Brooklyn landmark into an 
intimate stage for contemporary dance.  
 

 

 

DUMBO’s evening of art and performance 
underscored the importance of public art and 
arts events within our creative community. 
Artichoke Dance Company’s free performance 
of PUBLIC free was presented by the 
Brooklyn Arts Council (BAC) and the DUMBO 
Improvement District and was made possible, 
in part, by support from the National 
Endowment for the Arts. 

 
  



 
 

 

 
The Las Vegas  
Dance Insider    

 
Artichoke Dance Company + chemistry + plastic: a formula for success 

   by Hanna Birch 
        April, 8 2011 

 
 

Company members depicting the chemical 
symbol for the plastic molecule using neon 
tape in "Plastic People of the Universe." 
 

 
A dance company with a funny name came to UNLV on April 1 and 2 for 
a concert that was part neo-classical modern and part social commentary. 
Artichoke Dance Company, which is based out of New York, hit the stage 
of the studio theater clad in costumes adorned with those plastic six-pack 
holders that kill dolphins. “Plastic People of the Universe,” an artistic 
exploration of the properties and ramifications of plastic in our society, 
was no less surprising or enjoyable. 
 
A short, cheeky film started the show with what would accompany the 
audience throughout the entire concert: a disconcerting mix of humor and 
apprehensive disillusionment. Intimidating facts about the breakdown and 
reuse of plastic would be presented to generate an ominous feeling, but 
then a cute turn-of-phrase or sly joke would break the gloom and doom. 
This accomplished precisely what so many organizations cannot: a 
consciousness of humanity’s impact that was tinged with purposeful 
optimism. 
 
Artistic director Lynn Neuman’s “Plastic People of the Universe,” the 
concert’s namesake and the entire first act, was a tasteful venture into the 
experimental. Dancers George Hirsch, Malinda Crump, Aidan Feldman,  
Maxx Passion, Toby Billowitz and Neuman herself acted as competent 

guides, directing the audience with a wide vocabulary of movement. (Student dancers Hillary Gibson, Candi 
Hanson, Jesus Nanci and Ashley Wilkerson augmented the cast as well.) Classic modern concepts like weight-
sharing and contact improvisation were morphed into contemporary cousins of what has been around since the 
1980s, which created relevance typically unheard of in this genre. 
 
For all the inauspicious insinuations presented in the first act, the second was 
a purely enjoyable study of characters and circumstances. “Commuter 
Connection: A Rush Hour Romance” featured dancers standing shoulder-to-
shoulder, each reading a publication as if on a bus or subway. One commuter, 
portrayed by the eye-catching Passion, was a disorganized, frantic, cellphone-
weilding mess that was as endearing to the audience as she was obnoxious to 
the other characters. Passion’s fearless acting was mirrored by Billowitz, who 
gracefully rendered an understated and kindly character. The piece was 
scored by well-selected Tchaikovsky tunes and added just the right hue of 
humor to the concert.  
 

“Recession Dances, and so can you!” expanded the scope of Artichoke’s 
commentary and examined the effect that economic changes have on the  

 
Toby Billowitz and Maxx Passion in 
“Commuter Connection” 

arts. The suite of pieces featured dances popular in other recessions from the 20th century, such as the sugar push 
from the West Coast, the mambo, the tango and the lindy hop. Modern laced each of these, creating a cohesive 
experience without becoming monochromatic. Animated personalities from the dancers and incredible 
choreographic breadth from Neuman exemplified the versatility of this little company from the other, more distant 
coast. 
 

The concert, as well as the weekend of Artichoke’s Las Vegas tenure, was over too soon. It is rare to see such a 
relatable conglomeration of difficult realities and redeeming light-heartedness, but the company members and 
dancers from UNLV pulled this off seamlessly. And if an off-the-wall dance performance can’t make people think 
twice about buying bottled water, it is unlikely that anything else ever will. 



 

 
Performance	  turns	  trash	  into	  treasure	  

Dancers used litter on the beach as inspiration for "Your Planet: The Human Mapping Project." 

 

By Damian Harris-Hernandez 
Published September 20, 2010 
 
Caught in the North Atlantic Gyre, grocery bags, bottles, toys, fishing nets, and other plastic debris break down 
under the sun into toxic, microscopic, non-biodegradable fish food. This floating trash patch presents a real problem 
that choreographer Lynn Neuman, along with Columbia University’s Urban Design Lab, hopes to solve through 
awareness, advocacy, research, and dance. 
 

 

 

Wrapped in costumes crocheted from six-pack holders, seven 
dancers charted the journey trash takes as it leaves human hands 
and makes its way out to sea, in “Your Planet: The Human 
Mapping Project,” a production by Artichoke Dance Company. 
Performed on Manhattan Beach in Brooklyn on Saturday, the piece 
melded dance, activism, and audience participation into a fun and 
productive day at the beach.  
 

To fully comprehend the magnitude and implications of oceanic 
rubbish, Neuman met with scientists from the Urban Design Lab’s 
Plastic TrashPatch Project, which seeks to connect environmental 
advocates with academic experts.  
 

“We’re looking at the connection between cities and trash 
patches,” said Richard Gonzales, the project’s manager. His 
program assesses the global impact of garbage patches on people 
and the environment. So far, scientists have found that toxic 
elements from the microscopic plastic are entering our food chain. 

 
As the performance began, the dancers spread across the beach in three groups. Neuman invited children and other 
audience members to play percussion instruments made from recycled and found objects. Two professional 
drummers kept the beat while amateurs experimented with buckets, cans, and glass bottles arranged in a large circle 
in the sand.  
 

By starting at opposite ends of the beach, the dancers called attention to the terrain and challenged the audience to 
look at the big picture—the environment. Slowly, the disparate groups made their ways toward the drum circle. 
Dressed in garbage crocheted together by visual artist Olek, the dancers twisted and spun in the sand, leaving a trace 
of their existence on the beach.  
 

Like plastic meshing together in the ocean, the dancers linked up as the groups converged in the circle. The 
performance referenced movement rituals historically practiced by tribal cultures, specifically Native American 
ones, reminding the audience that modern society has all but lost this tradition.  
 

The performance drew to a close when the dancers took audience members by the hands and led them to the ocean. 
The beating of the drums gave way to the pounding of the waves, as the crowd was left to ponder its own impact on 
the ocean.  
 

“It’s about creating a community of people around a common concern or action,” Neuman said. “The performance 
offers avenues of participation, so people can engage the piece in a way they feel comfortable.” 
Artichoke Dance Company will perform “The Human Mapping Project” again this Saturday, Sept. 25, at 1 p.m., 
preceded by a three-hour beach cleanup in front of the New York Aquarium in Coney Island. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

By J. Thompson, June 2, 2009  
 
 
With a name like Artichoke Dance Company, one naturally expects to be presented with a performance 
just as original. The company’s May 28th-30th production of “Recession Dances, and so can you!” at 
University Settlement did just that. 
 
A collage of ten random, colorful, and humorous dances tie together with pictures quoting earlier 
recessions, a mock, new-age, dance audition, as well as a home video interview on the art today. Dance 
lives on, Lynn Neuman, director and choreographer, seems to be reminding us. 
 
The beautifully choreographed movement, a blend of contact improvisation and gymnastics, drives the 
piece from beginning to end. Interspersed tones of irony, mime, outrageous costumes, a red glow over the 
stage, and the live cellist and violinist make it even more of an experience. 
 
We sit unable to look away as two dancers dressed in bubble wrap body slam into one another, a trio 
ballroom dances together, or as a group in tutus and feathered hats enter and exit the stage turning in a 
hypnotizing way. 
 
Neuman throws out stats about job loss in tough economic times 
while her two male partners shove her from side to side and joke 
about job opportunities at McDonalds. Black and white projections 
of old store fronts and signs are moved around three walls. The 
mood doesn’t settle however, because soon dancers in cow-print 
pants, clap and twist to the jazzier, upbeat notes. 
 
It’s all about appreciation. Neuman and her company set an 
entertaining dance puzzle before us and though it may not be able to 
be absorbed all at once, it has the power to grab you. 

 

 
  



 

 

 

I saw something…extraordinary! 
– A review of Artichoke Dance Company  
March 27, 2008 at Dixon Place 
By Damion Sanders 
 

 
 

 
We are all too familiar with the NYC transit's call for heightened awareness with their campaign ad: If you see 
something, Say something. Under the direction of Lynn Neuman, Artichoke Dance Company's politically 
charged production is saturated with visual allegory and rich, provocative symbolism that artfully touches on 
the subject of the prevailing fear mongering in our post 9-11 society. 
 
Three large walls of paper barricade the stage and cast. The music is tribal heavy with conga drums yet, 
ethereal and looming. The bright light within magnifies a menacing silhouette approaching the paper partition. 
The unnatural, rigid zombie-like movements of this creature articulate to us that something is ill. A second 
staggering figure emerges similarly. It comes nearer, raises its knife-wielding hand to the paper wall and 
begins twirling the point repeatedly until a hole is made. It then collapses to the ground as if wounded by the 
puncture it just made. We see eyes peering out of newly punctured holes and get the feeling that we have 
intruded. 
 
Arms begin to burst through the parchment hedge and we see these knife-wielding and erratic creatures. They 
begin tearing away at the rest of paper-like cocoon, dropping to the ground and we see the bare unfurnished set 
without impediment.  
 
As they begin walking we see they are totally dependent on one another for stability. A fourth character 
emerges. In appearance she bears no semblance to the three tribe members but seems evolved. Her mastery of 
balance while the majority falters and flusters illustrates to us that the oppressor will be always able to thrive 
in the chaos they have ordained.  
 
The original three are unconscious and again strewn over the floor as the barefoot woman makes her rounds 
standing atop and kicking each of the unconscious bodies asserting her dominant or evolved role. 
The exhausted trio begins walking with the uncertain stride of a toddler as they exit the stage. The soloist 
begins to dance again. She breaks her dance solo periodically having to have audience members bind her 
hands, arms, legs and blindfold her eyes. 
 
The three tribe people return and subdue the woman in red stripping her of her fastenings and returning them 
to the audience members. The male pushes her repeatedly while the two females hold either arm to keep her 
defenseless and immobile. Her exhausted, lifeless body is placed across the laps of three audience participants. 
 
Finally, the three begin turning their frustration toward one 
another. The male and female begin pushing the third tribe 
member until she succumbs and collapses to the ground. And the 
surviving woman turns on the male and begins shoving him and 
draining his vitality more and more each time. But as he begins 
to fall to his knees when funny enough, she begins helping him 
up. Perhaps this is some allusion to man's innate sense of 
remorse or morality. 
 
The eye projected on the wall closes as the audience sits and 
digests the end result of this world of symbolism. The realization 
settles on us that we are akin to this world, this madness from 
which we upon first entering believed ourselves estranged. 
 

Toby Billowitz, Melissa Riker and Cary 
McWilliam in If you see something… 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
CONTACT INFORMATION 

 
121 Sterling Place, #2B 

Brooklyn, NY 11217 
info@artichokedance.org 

917-627-8770 
 
 

WEBSITE 
 

www.artichokedance.org 
 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
 

Facebook, Instagram and Twitter 
ArtichokeDance 

 
YouTube and Flickr 

ArtichokeDanceCo 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


